
Marketplaces are online and app platforms that connect buyers with sellers through a trusted network where reputation,  
customer service, and transaction management are an extension of both the buyer and seller experiences. The Kahuna  
Marketplaces product uses advanced machine learning technology to drive seller enablement, buyer marketing, and overall 
marketplace health.

Examples of marketplaces are diverse, reflecting the range of products and services that are offered through traditional  
classifieds platforms that are now exclusively online to new businesses operating in the gig economy. A restaurant reservation 
and delivery app that brings together restaurants, diners, and delivery people is a marketplace, just as is a classifieds site where 
car sellers and buyers meet.

Marketplaces are everywhere
You know them when you see them, but what is a marketplace?

 User acquisition and onboarding

 Customer lifecycle

 Messaging

BUYER MARKETING

Marketplaces need customers and the process of 
building awareness with a target and converting 
them into a known user that then completes a  
first transaction is well-covered by marketing  
automation. Kahuna delivers a complete experience 
crafted to serve the needs of multiple sellers  
co-existing and/or competing with other sellers. 

The primary objective of buyer marketing is to  
increase the number of customers who connect  
with the right sellers at the right time. Kahuna  
customers experience increased conversion of  
unknown users to buyers, and then convert  
customers into repeat customers and referrers.

SELLER ENABLEMENT
 Recruitment and onboarding

 Retention

 Buyer messaging

The health and vibrancy of a marketplace depends  
entirely on achieving a mix of buyers and sellers 
with repeat transactions to offset the cost of acqui-
sition. Buyer marketing, aka customer acquisition,  
is well understood while seller enablement is very 
often something that gets attention when the  
problem of seller/buyer imbalance is apparent. 

Kahuna customers experience higher seller reten-
tion, fewer orphaned transactions, lower seller 
churn, increased repeat transactions, and higher 
seller ratings after using Kahuna Marketplaces.



Kahuna is the platform of choice for meeting the needs of marketplaces, using state of the art  
machine-learning technology to drive extreme personalization, product and pricing optimization, 
trust, and engagement. With more than 144 million engaged users, over 4 billion messages sent, 
and 46 billion optimized events, Kahuna is the proven solution for marketplaces of all sizes. 

Headquartered in Redwood City, CA, with global locations, Kahuna investors include Sequoia  
Capital, Tenaya Capital, and Uncork Capital. Learn more at www.kahuna.com

 About Kahuna
Kahuna creates highly personalized experiences for every buyer and every seller for the  
world’s leading marketplaces.

Kahuna Customers

Email us today at hello@kahuna.com and we’ll show you how we help marketplace 
platforms improve buyer and seller acquisition, onboarding, and enablement.

MARKETPLACE HEALTH
 Seller:buyer ratio

 Customer lifecycle  
 (unknown user through to referrer)

 Messaging

Marketplace health is a delicate balancing act that 
serves to bring together the right number of buyers 
and sellers to drive total marketplace product value. 

Driving buyer and seller behaviors that lead to 
repeat transactions and recruitment of more sellers 
and buyers to drive overall marketplace growth is of 
equal strategic value.


